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February 28, 2007 
 

Action Item: 
 
TO:  Recycling and Waste Reduction Commission 
 
FROM: Technical Advisory Committee 
 
SUBJECT: Support for Extended Producer Responsibility and Participation in the California 

Product Stewardship Council 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 
 

1. Forward a favorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to adopt the 
attached resolution supporting Extended Producer Responsibility 

 

2. Authorize the Chair to execute the Letter of Agreement for participation in the 
California Product Stewardship Council and direct TAC to assign a staff 
contact to the Council. 

 
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS 
Adoption of the Resolution will support the need for state legislation for Extended Producer 
Responsibility which has the potential to reduce millions of dollars in future local government 
costs for hazardous waste management. 

 
CONTRACT HISTORY
In December 2006 the Recycling and Waste Reduction Commission sent a letter to 
Assemblymember Ira Ruskin stating the top 5 legislative issues for 2007.  The first issue is as 
follows: 
 
Extended Producer Responsibility 

Issue 
To shift California’s product waste management system from one focused on government funded 
and ratepayer financed waste diversion to one that relies on producer responsibility in order to 
reduce public costs and drive improvements in product design. 
 
In February 2006, a statewide ban went into effect in California that made it illegal for 
households and small businesses to put certain commonly-used products in the trash, which 
included small batteries, fluorescent lights, and many electronic products.  Local governments 



expect additional products to be added to this list as more and more products are determined to 
be hazardous at end of life.  Products such as treated wood waste, lead-containing products, 
appliances with mercury or hazardous gases and other electronic devises with high concentration 
of heavy metals are just a few examples.  These products contain hazardous materials that pollute 
the environment if disposed in landfills which are not designed or permitted to accept these types 
of products.  Local governments do not have the funding to manage these increasing amounts of 
hazardous waste products. 
 
Extended Producer Responsibility should not be targeted just to manufacturers of products that 
are hazardous.  EPR should also be applied to manufactures of products that produce waste that 
cannot be reused, recycled or composted.  Too many of our valued natural resources are buried 
in landfills today with the design requirement to never be used again.  Manufactures need to have 
an incentive to eliminate waste in their products and packaging. 
 
Recommendation 
Producers of products that are hazardous waste at end of life and/or generate large amounts of 
unnecessary waste must be held responsible for funding and managing disposal of these 
products.  This can be done by: 
 

a) Require manufacturers of products to implement a program for recovering and 
responsibly recycling their products at no cost to taxpayers or local government.  Priority 
products would include wood treated waste, major appliances, sharps/needles 
thermostats, pharmaceutical medications, fluorescent lamps, electronic devices and small 
batteries. 

b) Create, or support a California Product Stewardship Council that voluntarily adopts 
product stewardship by U.S. industries similar to the Northwest product Stewardship 
Council (City of Seattle, Snohomish County, King County, Washington, Portland Metro, 
Oregon and other local governments) 

c) Fund or create programs that educate consumers to buy green products. 
 
On February 13, 2007 the California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) adopted 
the following Strategic Directive (SD). 
 
SD-5: Producer Responsibility 
In order to assure environmental sustainability, it is a core value of the CIWMB that producers 
assume the responsibility for the safe stewardship of their materials. 
 
Specifically, the CIWMB will: 

 Assure appropriate legislation is introduced to foster “cradle-to-cradle” producer 
responsibility. 

 Analyze the feasibility of various approaches to increasing producer responsibility and 
make recommendations to the CIWMB Board by December 2007. 

 Build capacity and knowledge in CIWMB on EPR issues and solutions. 
 Develop and maintain relationships with stakeholders that result in producer-financed and 

producer-managed systems for product discards. 
 



BACKGROUND
Local government has borne the burden of managing solid waste for the past 100 years. This 
responsibility has become increasingly onerous and expensive as more products that are 
advertised as “disposable” are found to contain substances that pose threats to the environment 
when they are not properly managed. This growing group of products termed “household 
hazardous waste” (HHW) are becoming an even larger financial burden on local governments 
with new stricter mandates requiring the safe disposal of a subset of hazardous wastes known as 
Universal Wastes. 

The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) have designated certain post-
consumer hazardous wastes, that are generated by a wide variety of people and are deemed to 
have a lower risk than other hazardous wastes, as Universal Wastes (UW).  Universal Wastes 
include common household products such as fluorescent lamps, all household batteries, 
thermostats and thermometers and a vast array of electronic products that are generated by both 
residential and business sectors. 

Since 1989 local government in California has provided special services for HHW in order to 
divert these potentially dangerous materials from landfills. HHW programs also divert pollutants 
from storm water, waste water, and ultimately drinking water that citizens and wildlife rely upon.  
HHW programs are, however, very expensive to operate. Disposal costs, payroll for technically 
trained staff, and administration of regulatory and reporting requirements drain the funds needed 
to provide adequate operating hours and outreach. As a result, HHW programs are inconvenient 
to the very public that these programs are charged to serve. This is illustrated by the fact that less 
than eight percent of households in any jurisdiction use HHW programs statewide. 

The HHW system poses a fiscal and practical crisis which demands a long-term solution. That 
solution is to require producers of hazardous products to provide for the collection, recycling, 
and safe disposal of their products at end-of-life. This approach, known as Extended Producer 
Responsibility (EPR), is used in a growing number of jurisdictions across North America and the 
industrialized world.  The State of Washington has embraced EPR in the recently passed 
electronic waste legislation that requires industry to create and finance a system for the 
collection, transportation and processing of electronic products.  In British Columbia, waste 
management is handled by the manufacturers where government monitors the process but does 
not collect the money or pay for the service.  EPR programs can provide convenient service to 
consumers (retail take-back) and motivate manufacturers to design products that are less toxic 
and recyclable.  With their expertise in supply chain management, producers are best suited to 
efficiently accomplish the reverse logistics necessary for product take-back.  As an example, 
hardware stores selling products deemed hazardous at end of life already have in place hazardous 
waste management contracts to dispose of broken or damaged products, off-spec unwanted paint 
or soiled bags of pesticides.  The addition of Universal Waste (UW) dropped off by customers 
would have marginal increases in costs.  Simply put: the very industries that profit from the sale 
of these hazardous products have not taken the responsibility for the risks to public health and 
the environment at the end of the product life cycle. 

Since current disposal costs are passed on to local governments, and ultimately to consumers and 
ratepayers, through increased handling costs, these manufacturers have no incentive for 
improving their products by using less hazardous materials or decreasing their packaging. 



 
Following implementation of the California Universal Waste Disposal Ban in February 2006, the 
City of San Francisco passed a resolution calling for EPR for a range of products starting with 
universal waste products.  The resolution, which acknowledges that City-funded waste services 
are a “subsidy” to the producers of toxic products, has created considerable interest among other 
local governments, both in California and beyond. 
 
The California Product Stewardship Council (CPSC), a coalition of local governments formed 
last year to promote producer responsibility for products that end up in the waste stream, 
estimates that since the ban went into effect on February 9, 2006, more than 600 million 
batteries, fluorescent lights and electronic goods have been sold in the State of California.  The 
Letter of Agreement is a statement to cooperate and share information for the purpose of 
advancing producer responsibility throughout California. 
 
CPSC mission:   To shift California’s product waste management system from one focused on 
government funded and ratepayer financed waste diversion to one that relies on producer 
responsibility in order to reduce public costs and drive improvements in product design. 
 
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
On February 9, 2006, UW was banned from all landfills in California. Aside from the challenge 
to local governments of notifying consumers about the new disposal restrictions, the volume of 
UW generated by households and small businesses in California is projected to far exceed the 
programs’ current physical and financial capabilities. Santa Clara County’s costs alone may 
increase 100%– $3 million to $6 million per year– to comply with the new regulations and still 
only collect a fraction of the total waste being generated. It is evident that compliance under 
existing infrastructure and funding cannot be achieved. Even if HHW programs were able to 
collect all the hazardous products in the waste stream, these programs remain a reactive and 
incomplete solution because local government has no influence on reducing toxicity through 
better product design, and thus, HHW programs are not able to affect the source of the problem, 
nor work towards the ultimate goal of minimizing hazardous materials used in the production of 
a product.  Although the ban will decrease the amounts of hazardous wastes that enter California 
landfills, no accompanying funding mechanism was put in place to help municipal governments 
pay for the increased handling costs of these items. 
 
Increasingly, local officials are realizing that municipalities simply do not have the capacity or 
funding to manage hazardous products from households and small businesses.  Moreover, by 
providing “free” disposal service to the producers of toxic and disposable products, local 
governments subsidize the production of hazardous goods, since the costs of disposal are borne 
by the public rather than the producers.  Fluorescent lamps and thermostats contain mercury, a 
potent neurotoxin.  Even household alkaline batteries, which contain corrosive chemicals, are  
hazardous when millions accumulate and leak in landfills. 
 
Agencies responsible for drinking water, wastewater, storm water and solid waste also promote 
the disposal of a growing list of contaminants at HHW programs in order to prevent them from 
entering the environment and their processes. HHW programs provide essential support to 



wastewater treatment plants (pharmaceuticals, pesticides), and storm water (mercury) and solid 
waste (toxic metals) programs by providing the only legal means of HHW disposal for residents. 

Increases in the manufacture of products designated as UWs and potential increase of UW 
disposal compound the infrastructure dilemma. A recent California Integrated Waste 
Management Board Study projects that it will cost an additional $42 million to cover the costs of 
handling banned fluorescent lamps, household batteries and mercury-containing thermostats for 
32 of California’s 58 counties that it reviewed.  While sales and generation of hazardous 
products continue to rise, the legislature has not introduced any legislation that would require 
industry responsibility for the products that become hazardous waste. 

California HHW Programs have become the default collection and management agencies for 
hazardous consumer products.  It is estimated that more than 2 million feet of fluorescent lamps 
and 3 million pounds of batteries was sold in Santa Clara County in 2006.  In FY 2004/2005 the 
HHW Program only collected 48,000 feet of fluorescent lamps and 25,000 pounds of batteries 
from residents. 

 
EPR programs can be best understood as changing the traditional balance of responsibilities 
among the manufacturers of consumer goods, consumers and governments with regard to waste 
management. Although they take many forms, these programs are all characterized by the 
continued involvement of producers and/or distributors with commercial goods at the post-
consumer stage. EPR extends the traditional environmental responsibilities that producers and 
distributors have previously been assigned (i.e. worker safety, prevention and treatment of 
environmental releases from production, financial and legal responsibility for the sound 
management of production wastes) to include management at the post-consumer stage. 
 
Local/State Ordinance to Build Product Take-back and Reverse Distribution Systems 
The Cell Phone Recycling Act of 2004 requires all businesses that sell cell phones in the State of 
California to provide a recycling opportunity to all customers.  This legislation is the first take-
back legislation to occur in California and relieves local government from the burden of 
managing the waste at taxpayer expense. 
 
The Rechargeable Battery Recycling Act of 2005 requires all sellers (certain definitions apply) 
of rechargeable batteries to provide all customers with recycling opportunities for waste 
rechargeable batteries.  Two studies have supported producer take-back citing that customers 
who come into a store to dispose of a product or return merchandise leave the store after 
having spent an additional $50 to $60.  If the bill addressed all batteries, it would have 
significantly addressed this huge UW stream.  However, the bill only expanded an existing 
collection infrastructure already in place and supported by the Rechargeable Battery Recycling 
Corporation.  Unfortunately, one-time use batteries represent over 90% of the waste streams 
and are not covered by the law. 
 
COMMISSION ACTION AND NEXT STEPS 
The Commission’s recommendation will be forwarded to the Board of Supervisors for action. 
The Chair of the Recycling and Waste Reduction Commission will execute the Letter of 
Agreement and direct TAC to assign a staff contact for the CPSC. 


